


  

Let’s recap on what we have learnt... 

What is a 

preposition? 



  

 
 

We’ve learnt that…… 





  

Quick practice : Let’s look at some 

examples. 

I arrived at the hospital in the ………… 

• at 

• on  

• over  

• between 

• through 

• morning 

• sunset 

What preposition 

is missing in my 

sentence? 



  

I arrived at the hospital in the morning. 

• at 

• on  

• over  

• between 

• through 

• morning 

• sunset 

What preposition 

is missing in my 

sentence? 

Can you use the 

preposition in a 

sentence? 



  

Quick practice : Look at the picture: What is 

happening? 

• at 

• on 

• under  

• over  

• through 

Which 

preposition 

below are you 

going to use? 

Can you use the 

preposition in a 

sentence? 



  

The little grey mouse is hiding under the table. 

• at 

• on 

• under  

• over  

• through 

Which 

preposition 

below are you 

going to use? 

Can you use the 

preposition in a 

sentence? 



  

Quick practice : Look at the picture: What 

is happening? 

• at 

• on 

• under  

• over  

• through 

Which 

preposition 

below are you 

going to use? 

Can you use the 

preposition in a 

sentence? 



  

The athlete jumped over the hurdle. 

• at 

• on 

• under  

• over  

• through 

Which 

preposition 

below are you 

going to use? 

Can you use the 

preposition in a 

sentence? 



  

Challenge Time! 

 

You will need to read the sentences and put the 

correct type of preposition into the sentence.  

 

 



  

1. Max put his cereal ………… the cupboard. 

 

2. ………is the last day of school, before the weekend. 

 

3. The airplane flew high ………..the buildings. 

 

4. Solyana sat ………… the chair, next to her friend. 

 

5. The ferry travelled ………the river. 

 

6. At school we eat lunch in the ……… 

 

7. The stadium was named………..the club’s first chairman. 

 

8. The football match was cancelled……..a change in the 

weather. 

 

9. When Jack goes on holiday he wakes up at ……… 
 

 

 

 

 

in, above, due to, afternoon, on, Friday, in honour of, across, 

 7 o’clock 



  

 
 

Plenary 



  

Excellent learning! Well done! 


